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Introduction AquaResp 
 

Respirometry 

This section seeks to describe, in short, some of the ways of doing respirometry on aquatic animals, with 

both advantages and disadvantages of the methods. 

 

Respirometry of aquatic animals has been done in different ways in the past; two main ways are closed 

respirometry and flow through respirometry.  

Closed respirometry, is placing the animal in a closed tank and the measuring the O2 consumption, 

however this will cause CO2 to build up in the chamber as the animal respires. The change in both water 

pO2 and water pCO2 that is not “reset” might stimulate certain physiological responses in the animal and 

therefore the measured O2 consumption is not correct. 

The flow through respirometry is trying to counteract the problems with closed respirometry by inducing a 

flow in the chamber and then measuring the out flowing O2 level. This will solve the problem with building 

up of CO2, however a problem arises when measuring in the continually flowing water. When the new 

water enters the tank, it does not push the old water out, it mixes with it. Therefore an effect called 

washout occurs, basically it means that the inflow of water should be several times the volume of the 

respirometer before you can assume that the chamber water has the same pO2 as the inflow water. 

The intermittent (or stop) flow respirometry combines the 2 methods, so that measuring occurs in a 

recirculated but closed tank, and after measuring the tank is flush to ensure that gas levels in the tank is the 

same as the inflow water. 1 

The problem with this method is that more equipment is needed, and that the setup is more complex than 

the 2 other methods. Previous commercial setups for intermittent flow respirometry have been quite 

expensive and/or the methods used for calculating certain treats have not been available or customizable. 

This project is trying to make up with this by developing free software where the source code is freely 

available for everyone to edit. Further the documentation will include algorithms used and how to edit the 

software. The software should be able to handle intermittent flow respirometry experiments using cheaper 

equipment for the physical setup.  

Out of this project came AquaResp; as said the software has been developed with the intentions that all 

users can edit whatever they want in the code, and thus adapt the software for their individual need. The 

setup and use described in this manual will primarily be for respirometry within aquatic sciences. But with 

few adaptations of the code, the software will be able to manage any tasks reading 4 analog ports and 

writing to 2 digital ports using the MCC USB-1208LS (USD $129). The software is made in VBA 2003/2007 

(Visual Basic for Applications).  

First of all since I find this programming language easy to begin with, and therefore making it easier for 

persons with scant programming experience to adapt the software for their specific needs. Secondly, MCC 

has included VB (Visual Basic) in their Universal Library for their analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). 

The software runs from a GUI (Graphic User Interface), from where all settings can be changed and 

                                                             
1 Steffensen, John Fleng. ”Some errors in respirometry of aquatic breathers: how to avoid and correct for them”. Fish 
physiology and biochemistry. 1989 



controlled.The manual is divided in to 2 main parts, one describing the hardware and how to assemble it. 

Second part is describing software, which 3rd part software you need as well as the installation, use and 

editing of AquaResp.  

 

  

  



Hardware manual 
 

Equipment list 

1. PC – see software below 

2. A/D Converter (MCC USB (or PMD) 1208LS 

a. Converted: capacitor 680nF (Vishay 680nF (MKT 1817-468//065) 

b. Unconverted: nothing 

3. Relay box with 2 relays 

a. 2x resistors 22kOhm/10W 

b. 2x varistors 14kOhm 

c. 2x electronic relays (Crydom AC relay, MP240D3 

4. Wires 

5. Measurement device with analog output or COM port output 

 

 

 H1. Connection of the ADC 

If flush/recirculation control through AquaResp is wanted, a relay (see next part) needs to be connected to 

two of the digital ports. Port A0 and B0 is recommended for ease of use in VBA (see the pin diagram for 

connection reference). Further you can add up to 4 analog ports that AquaResp can read – again see the 

pin diagram for reference.  

Port Pin # Port Pin # 

Analog   Digital   

1 1,2 GND 29 

2 4,5 A0 21 

3 6,7 B0 32 

4 10,1   
  

The pin diagram is taken from the MCC manual, but in this manual an overview of the connector numbers 

to use is also included. 

Lastly the USB-connector from the MCC to the PC needs to be connected to both the PC and MCC DAQ. 



 

Figure 1: Pin diagram, MCC USB-1208LS. 1: Digital port B, 2: Digital GND, 3: Digital port A, 4: analog port 4, 5: analog port 3, 
6:analog port 2, 7:analog port 1 

Comment: I have tested both a converted and unconverted MCC 1208LS; how to convert the 1208LS were 

provided to us by Unisense. The conversion consists of a capacitor and a connection and it was used to 

avoid any electronic interference coming into the 1208LS from the power supply. Problems have previously 

been reported to occur where the 1208LS has been interrupted when contacts in the vicinity has been 

turned on.  

I have not experienced this problem, nor have I found any difference when operating the 2 different ADCs. 

The capacitor used were a Vishay 680nF (MKT 1817-468//065). 

H2. Relay assembly 

If wanted, a relay can be controlled via AquaResp which gives the opportunity to control flush time, waiting 

time and measuring / recirculation time in your experiment. This yields an advantage over the analog 

timers in that the three before mentioned periods can be controlled to a higher degree. The below diagram 

visualizes one relay, two relays are needed for intermittent flow respirometry; one for controlling pumps in 

flush period and one for the pumps in the recirculation period.  

 For developing AquaResp a relay box with 2 relays were used. See Section AG3 for more details. 

 

The first resistor is mounted in order to reduce the leak current in the relay when the relay is off. The 

voltage dependent resistor is mounted to take the voltage spikes that may occur when an inductive 



resistance is mounted at the output. Inductive resistances being relays, magnetic- valves and motors.2  

All pictures and images are appended in the end of this manual, also pictures of the assembly of the relay. 

 

Figure 2: Diagram of one relay 

 

H3. Setup measurement equipment 

AquaResp can handle 4 analog inputs, so you have the opportunity to connect up to 4 different instruments 

giving an analog output. Connection of the analog output channels should be done as described in 

“Connection of the ADC” above this section. The measuring end of the equipment should be placed  where 

the measurements are wanted. In figure 3 an example of a setup for intermittent flow through 

respirometry is shown. The PC is connected to the Presense Fibox since a driver is needed for it to measure. 

 I have tested the setup using a Presense Fibox O2-optode.  

 

                                                             
2 Einer Larsen. Engineer, that made the relay boxes at University if Aarhus. 



 

Figure 3: An experimental setup. The box called Presense could be ANY measuring equipment giving analog output. 

 

H4. PC requirements 

Hardware 

  
MS Office 2003 
min 

MS Office 2007 
min 

AquaResp 
Recommends 

Processor 233 MHz 500 MHz 1.5GHz 

RAM 128 Mb 256 Mb > 1Gb 

 

AquaResp has been developed and tested on several different computers, the smallest PC being with 

512MB RAM; however startup and running AquaResp is smoother when RAM is above 1GB. But any 

relatively new PC that runs MS Office 2003 or 2007 smoothly should have no problem running AquaResp. 

Software  

Software 

MS Office 2003 or newer 

Macro Security DISABLED (See section AG2) 

Any driver for measurement equipment 

Universal Library from MCC (CBW32.dll) 

InstaCal from MCC 

 

If you’re not using the MCC USB (or PMD) 1208LS, other analog reading commands should be used. In this 

case contact your hardware dealer for more information. If you will be using AquaResp for COM-port 



reading the MCC 1208LS is not required, but then no flush control is provided either. 

 

Software manual 
 

Quick Start 

The 2 follwing sections, S1 and S2, will describe the elementary use and setup of experiments in AquaResp. 

Further details of use and editing AquaResp will be given in sections S3 and forth 

S1.  Installation and setup of AquaResp 

The downloaded package will consist of a compressed folder 

1. Extract the compressed folder to anywhere of your liking. You can freely move the folder to any other 

desired address afterwards, as long as you move the entire folder. AquaResp.xls will be placed in this 

folder, this is the file you need to open to run AquaResp. 

2. Open MS Excel, and disable Macro Security. This is a very important step, as AquaResp runs macros. If 

the Macro Security is on, then the code will not able to run. (See section AG2) 

3. Make sure that any other needed software is installed and setup. For example InstaCal for the MCC A/D 

Converter  and Universal Library from MCC. If you are using the PreSense oxygen optode make sure that 

you have the control software for that installed too. 

4. Open AquaResp.xlsm and if it is the first time using AquaResp press the button “InitFormats”. After this 

press  “Start GUI” -  and go to the INIT tab, this will be filled with some standard settings. Check that these 

are correct for your setup, or change them to the correct values and press save. AquaResp will save your 

settings to the file “RespSettings.txt” in the AquaResp folder. 

 

S2.  Use of AquaResp – starting an experiment 

When the instruments are correctly set up (see the previous sections), you can start using AquaResp for 

experimental use. If you encounter any errors go to section S5. Errors, and check  if you can find a solution 

for your problem there. 

 

1. Make sure that the measuring device is running and sending an analog signal to the relevant port(s). 

 If using PreSense as this manual does; 

 Start PresenseSoftware, find the device using the correct COM-Port, specify the output for the analog 

channels and start measurement. Now as long as the Presense software runs, data will be available through 

the analog channels/ports 

2. Open AquaResp.xlsm and press the button “Start GUI”. Previously in section S1.4 the hardware settings 

were initialized, now you use the “Fish Init” tab to put in data on the species and respirometers that you 

use.  



3. On the tab “Experiment” put in an optional text to append to the filename, e.g. “S_trutta_3”, this can be 

used to distinguish data files from each other. Fill in the flush, wait and measurement periods in seconds. 

4. Press the green button “Start Measurement” to start the experiment. A new MS Excel workbook will 

open with filename “Respirometry_ddmm_yyyy_@hhmm(_OptionalAppendedText).xls”. This is used for 

controlling the data analysis and live plotting of data. This file will at maximum contain 20 times the length 

of the data window (std. data window: 15mins i.e. 15min*60s*20= 18000 data points). All recorded data 

will be available in the txt-file of the same name as the xls-file. AquaResp only records data in the 

measurement period. 

5. To end the experiment press the red button “End Measurement”. AquaResp will stop recording after the 

current loop period specified in (i.e. loop period = flush period + wait period + measuring period). All 

recorded data will be available in the txt-file named: 

“Respirometry_ddmm_yyyy_PortID#@hhmm(_OptionalAppendedText).txt” 

Settings for the current experiment will be saved in the file “RespSettings.txt” 

 

In Detail 

S3.  AquaResp description 

This chapter will describe the Graphic User Interface (GUI) of AquaResp and each function hereof. 

 

At startup AquaResp will show a normal MS Excel workbook. There will be several sheets containing 

information that might be useful when developing AquaResp, though not necessarily needed when running 

AquaResp . The one shown in figure 4 is the sheet called AquaResp Control. 



 

Figure 4: Starting AquaResp 

Box 1 shows the welcome text of AquaResp as well as the version number. This will be important in the 

future when several editions of AquaResp will exist. Box 2 contains the button to start the code that will 

open the AquaResp user interface. Box 3 shows the button Initialize formats, pressing this will add 2 new 

scatter plot templates to your MS Excel. These are used in AquaResp. 

Having pressed the Start GUI button, the below window (figure 5) will appear. This is page 1 of the graphic 

user interface. From this page you will when ready; start and stop measuring, box 2, and close the GUI as 

well, box 8. Further pressing Save and close will also save all the current settings in AquaResp. Box 1 shows 

the ribbon where you can choose between the pages of the GUI, these being;  

1. Experiment 

2. Plots 

3. Fish Init 

4. Instrument Init 

5. Help 



Decription of these follows this. 

 

Figure 5: GUI Page 1 

In box 3 you find the controls of the flush, wait and recirculating/measurement periods. Plus the option of 

whether to have AquaResp control flushing or not. Flush control requires the MCC USB (or PMD) 1208LS 

(With InstaCal and Universal Library installed). The textbox Append text to filename will append its value to 

the datafiles filename. Box 5 & 6 shows plots of 5: pO2, 6: R^2 in the measurement period, other plots will 

be available at page 2 “plots”. In box 4 you can control the X and Y axis of the pO2 plot, next  to box 7 you 

will find key figures for the recent data. 

Page 2 (figure 6)  shows 3 plots. Box 1: MO2 vs Period/Time, box 2: R2 vs. period and box 3: MO2 vs 

average pO2. 



 

Figure 6: Page 2 



 

Figure 7: Page 3 

In figure 7 page 3 of AquaResp is shown. On this page information regarding the respirometers and 

experimental objects can be entered. Box1 contains the Fish density, having in mind that everything should 

be editable the density of the fish can be changed too. Box 4 & 5 contains data on the fish/animals that you 

wish to experiment on, their bodymass and species. Species is only used in the data file, but the bodymass 

is used for calculating the volume of the respirometers and for calculating MO2. In Box 3 the are 

information on the respirometers, their volume without animal should be put in, and then when pressing 

“Recalculate” at box 2 the volume of the respirometer with animal is calculated and shown right of the 

textboxes.  The formula used for calculating the remaining volume, Vrem, of the respirometer is: 

        
  

  
 (1.0) 

Where Vr is the empty volume of the respirometer, mf is the bodymass of your experimental object (i.e. 

the value in the bodymass inputbox) and  is the density of your experimental object.  

 

Page 4 is shown at figure 8, the save settings button, box 1, saves ALL input controls in AquaResp i.e. on all 

input options on page 1,3 and 4. To choose between Analog input or COM input refer to box 2, analog 

input requires the MCC USB (or PMD) 1208LS (With InstaCal and Universal Library installed) to run. For 



COM input, only a COM port number between 1 to 4, box 5, can be used. And for the current version of 

AquaResp only one COM port can be read at a time. Parsing of the string from the COM port is only 

applicable to data from a Presense box. 

Analog input settings, box 3, are required if the Analog option in box 2 is checked. The boardnumber is the 

same as the one specified in InstaCal. Gain should be the same as for your measuring device. Beneath those 

two options you can choose how many and which analog ports that should be activated, and further if you 

want the data analysis to run on the ports. Data analysis is only applicable to input of O2 saturation in v.1.0 

of AquaResp, any other input should have “unchecked” the data analysis option. It is relatively easy to 

create a new data analysis module to AquaResp, and by having these options it should be easier in future 

versions to decide what analysis type you wish. The textboxes have been made so that the input can be 

specied if wanted, the text in the box will be the header of the raw data in the data file. 

 

Figure 8: Page 4 

To test your connection the flush/recirculation control use box 4 (Flush control requires the MCC USB (or 

PMD) 1208LS (With InstaCal and Universal Library installed) to run). You can specify in what period digital 

port A should be turned on, and by using the buttons you can check if your physical setup is working. 

 

 



S4.  Data analysis 

Data analysis in version 1.o of AquaResp is not overwhelming, besides average, minimum and maximum 

(those 3 are not explained) algorithms, there are 4 more calculations. 

1. Volume of respirometers 

2. Coefficient of determination, R2 

3. A linear regression 

4. MO2 

S4.1 

Volume of respirometers formula is described in section S3, but is given again here. The remaining volume, 

Vrem, of the respirometer is: 

        
  

  
 

Where Vr is the empty volume of the respirometer, mf is the bodymass of your experimental object (i.e. 

the value in the bodymass inputbox) and  is the density of your experimental object.  

S4.2 

The Coefficient of determination describes how well the data fits a linear regression i.e. how likely the data 

is to be linear. MS Excel calculates this by the function RSQ(x,y) and the formula used is  

  
             

                 
 

Where x and y are the input arguments, the above formula is for r, coefficient of determination is r2 .That is 

the value calculated by the used function in MS Excel 3 

S4.3 

The linear regression in AquaResp is actually just a calculation of the slope, a, of the data. 

   
  

  
 

This is called by the function Slope(y,x) in excel. 

S4.4 

MO2 is calculated by the formula given 

     
            

     
   

       

  
 

Where Vrem is the remaining volume of the respirometer,  is the oxygen solubility in water, t is time and 

mf is the mass of the animal. a is the slope calculated in S4.3. 

                                                             
3 MS Excel 2007 Help file on RSQ 



 

 

 

S5.  Errors 

There are 2 errors that I have experienced when using AquaResp on a computer for a first time. 

Missing custom type error 

One is the below box showing, when pressing Start measurements. This error occurs if the AquaResp plot 

formats are not initialized. 

 

Solution: Exit the GUI, at the worksheet in AquaResp workbook and then press the button Initialize 

formats. 

 

 

Compile error 

This error is caused when using certain VBA functions, on some installations of MS Excel, I have not been 

able to find any detailed description of why. 

 

Solution: Press Alt+F11, this will open the Visual Basic Editor (VBE). Go to Tools > References 



 

Find the Reference that has MISSING: to the left of the name. This is the one called Ref Edit Control. 

 

Uncheck the reference and click OK. Run AquaResp Again. 

 

 



Editing AquaResp 

S6. Macros and functions 

To edit AquaResp you have to find the source code which will be available in the Visual Basic Editor: 

 to go there press Alt+F11 when in the AquaResp workbook. 

 

 

Figure 9: Visual Basic Editor 

In the folder Forms, the code for controlling the GUI is placed. Right click the userform called GUID and 

choose view code to see the controlling code. Otherwise click object and you will see how the GUI appears 

when started. 

 

Figure 10: GUI Code 

In the folder called modules, you will find all the code behind AquaResp. Each module consists of one or 

more Subs (macros) or functions (like the regular worksheet functions that you might know). One macro 

maybe of varying length, but will normally be quite short as they only serve one purpose. The code is not 

written in one long macro as some code bits often have to be repeated, and therefore it is easier to create 

smaller macros and then call them when needed. 



 

Figure 11: Modules 

An example of a macro is the one called ShowOff in Module3 (Figure 12), originally used for testing 

different code bits during development, but now commented for use in this user’s guide. The comments in 

the code tells what each line does, and   an example of the most used loop (FOR Loop) in AquaResp is 

shown. In this case the loop runs through each case of a, being an integer between 1 and 5. As this macro 

does not edit anything in any workbook, you can therefore feel safe running it to see what happens. Do this 

by either pressing the play button in VBE when the cursor is inside the macro, or go the AquaResp 

workbook and press Alt+F8 and then find ShowOff on the list that appears. 

Feel free to edit this macro to see what happens.  



 

Figure 12: Sub 

If you need any help on starting to edit or create macros, I suggest that you go the webpage 

www.excel-vba-easy.com 

On this page you will find 2 tutorials (basics, programming) that will teach how to start making and editing 

macros easily. As there are many more VBA Tutorials freely available on the internet, this is just one that I 

found useful. The page will also tell you about the automatic macro recorder, but even though it might give 

you some examples of what the built-in VBA functions are called and how to use them, I suggest that you 

only use it for that. This will save you a lot of time in the beginning, but the code that is recorded is most 

often only applicable to the specific place and task where it were recorded. 

To record a macro go to View in the excel workbook and choose macros and then record macro. 

 

Figure 13: Record macro 



S7. Developing AquaResp 

The intention of AquaResp is that everybody should be able to change whatever they want in the source 

code to custom make their software. However AquaResp will be continually developed and updated with 

new versions as bugs might appear, or when new functionalities is added. A forum / webpage will be 

created where users of AquaResp can discuss the software and how to develop it further. Further the 

forum will be a place where users can ask for help in issues regarding customizing AquaResp. To begin with 

version control of AquaResp will happen through Morten Bo Svendsen, but later it is imagined that 

different versions might evolve in the forum. 

 

The forum is not yet created and therefore the address is not provided. 

S8. Structure of AquaResp 

Generally there are 2 parts of AquaResp code, the code that runs the GUI and then the code that runs the 

measurements. In the GUI the code is given at each control in the GUI module. But the structure of the 

measurement (analog) code are as follows, the macro is placed in the AnalogIn module. 

 

mloops is Boolean (true/false) and are toggled when pressing the start and stop measurement buttons. 

 

While mloops = true 

  Flush chamber (flush control) 

 For t = 1 to tFlush 

  wait 1/sampling rate  

  Read analog ports 

  update data  

  update GUI 

 Next t 

Recirculate chamber (flush control) 

 

 For t = 1 to tWait 

  wait 1/sampling rate  

  Read analog ports 

  update data  

  update GUI 

 Next t 

 

 For t = 1 to tMeasure 

  wait 1/sampling rate  

  Read analog ports 

   Data analysis 

   Save data to datafile 

  update data  

  update GUI 



 Next t 

Check and correct charts is necessary 

Flush chamber  

Loop 

 

  



Appended Guides 

 
AG1. Converting the MCC 1208LS  A/D C 

Mount a 680nF capacitor on slut C41, and connect the 2 dots at SG1.

 

 

 

  



AG2. Removing macro security 

How to remove Macro Security MS Excel 2007 

1. Click the menu button 

 
 

 

2. Click Excel Properties 

 
 

 



3. Click Security center and click the button settings for security 

 
 

 

4. Choose Macro settings. Click option button “Activate all macros” (always the buttom one). Click 

“Trust the VBA Project model” and press OK

 
 

 

 

5. You are now ready to run macros 

 

  



AG3.  Relay 

Diagram of one relay as in figure 2 

 

 

The diagram shows the schematic setup of the relay. This section shows how it is assembled and how it is 

connected to the experimental setup.  The below figure shows the elements if the circuit diagram. Box 1+2 

indicates the relay, box 1 indicates the output and box 2 the input. Box 3 is the VDR laying on a table and 

mounted below. Box 4 is the normal resistor. 

  



The relay box with the two relays needed for the intermittent flow respirometry is shown here. Box 1 

indicates the relay and box 4 the resistor and Box 3 is the VDR. 

 

To the left of the boxes the second relay  assembly is pictured. The wire entering the box from the right is 

the connection to the A/D Converter and the wire from the left is the power source.  

The below picture shows the relay box closed, where box 8 is the output from the circuit diagram . The wire 

entering the box from the right is the connection (box 7) to the A/D Converter and the wire from the left is 

the power source (box 5). Box 6 indicates the A/D Converter and the arrow between box 6 & 7 that they 

should be connected. 



 
 

Having succesfully assembled the relaybox. The experimental would look like  

 
Top of the picture being buttom part of figure 3 in the first sections of the user guide 

 

  



AG4. Chart with macros 

This chart indicates the macro/function name, in which module it occurs and in what other macros it is 

used. In AquaResp this is also available at the worksheet called “Downwards”. 

Sub/macro Module Occurence 

GetSystemMessage Sheet1 GetSystemMessage 

    SetCommError 

    SetCommErrorEx 

    GetSystemMessage 

    SetCommError 

    SetCommErrorEx 

PauseApp Sheet1 PauseApp 

    PauseApp 

CommOpen Sheet1 CommOpen 

    CommOpen 

    INIT_comm 

    ComIn 

    CommGetError 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    INIT_comm 

    ReadCom 

    Write_Click 

    ComIn 

SetCommError Sheet1 CommOpen 

    CommSet 

    CommFlush 

    CommRead 

    CommGetLine 

    CommSetLine 

    CommOpen 

    CommSet 

    CommFlush 

    CommRead 

    CommGetLine 

    CommSetLine 

SetCommErrorEx Sheet1 SetCommErrorEx 

    CommRead 

    CommWrite 

    SetCommErrorEx 

    CommRead 

    CommWrite 

CommSet Sheet1 CommSet 

    CommSet 

CommClose Sheet1 CommClose 

    CommClose 

    ComIn 

CommFlush Sheet1 CommFlush 

    CommFlush 

    Makro1 

    Makro1 

    Makro2 



CommRead Sheet1 CommRead 

    CommRead 

    ReadCom 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    INIT_comm 

    ReadCom 

    Write_Click 

CommWrite Sheet1 CommWrite 

    CommWrite 

    Write_Click 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    INIT_comm 

    ReadCom 

    Write_Click 

CommGetLine Sheet1 CommGetLine 

    CommGetLine 

CommSetLine Sheet1 CommSetLine 

    CommSetLine 

CommGetError Sheet1 CommGetError 

    CommGetError 

Worksheet_SelectionChange Sheet1 Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

GetSystemMessage CommSet GetSystemMessage 

    SetCommError 

    SetCommErrorEx 

    GetSystemMessage 

    SetCommError 

    SetCommErrorEx 

PauseApp CommSet PauseApp 

    PauseApp 

CommOpen CommSet CommOpen 

    CommOpen 

    INIT_comm 

    ComIn 

    CommGetError 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    INIT_comm 

    ReadCom 

    Write_Click 

    ComIn 

SetCommError CommSet CommOpen 

    CommSet 

    CommFlush 

    CommRead 

    CommGetLine 

    CommSetLine 

    CommOpen 

    CommSet 

    CommFlush 

    CommRead 

    CommGetLine 

    CommSetLine 



SetCommErrorEx CommSet SetCommErrorEx 

    CommRead 

    CommWrite 

    SetCommErrorEx 

    CommRead 

    CommWrite 

CommSet CommSet CommSet 

    CommSet 

CommClose CommSet CommClose 

    CommClose 

    ComIn 

CommFlush CommSet CommFlush 

    CommFlush 

    Makro1 

    Makro1 

    Makro2 

CommRead CommSet CommRead 

    CommRead 

    ReadCom 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    INIT_comm 

    ReadCom 

    Write_Click 

CommWrite CommSet CommWrite 

    CommWrite 

    Write_Click 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    INIT_comm 

    ReadCom 

    Write_Click 

CommGetLine CommSet CommGetLine 

    CommGetLine 

CommSetLine CommSet CommSetLine 

    CommSetLine 

CommGetError CommSet CommGetError 

    CommGetError 

Worksheet_SelectionChange CommSet Worksheet_SelectionChange 

    Worksheet_SelectionChange 

INIT_comm CommCommands INIT_comm 

ReadCom CommCommands ReadCom 

    ComIn 

Write_Click CommCommands Write_Click 

ComIn CommMeasurement ComIn 

    NewDataBook 

    ComIn_Click 

DataAnalysisAnalogMMM DataAnalysisO2 DataAnalysisAnalogMMM 

    RunAnalogMeasureWControl 

VolRespCalc DataAnalysisO2 VolRespCalc 

    RefreshFish_Click 

FishDataInit FishCode FishDataInit 

RunAnalogMeasureWControl AnalogIn RunAnalogMeasureWControl 



    AnalogMeasButton_Click 

AnalogReading AnalogIn RunAnalogMeasureWControl 

    Artificial 

GainControl AnalogIn AnalogReading 

    GainControl 

MyCallback EventHandler MyCallback 

OnErrorCallback EventHandler OnErrorCallback 

IOOUT FlowControls RunAnalogMeasureWControl 
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